Appendix F:
High School
Scored Sample Essays
with Annotations
from 2009 KWA

These pre-scored writing samples can be used to refresh training for scorers using the 6TRAIT model. Annotations are provided that suggest the thinking and rationale that was
used in determining a score for each trait and also suggestions for improvement that
model the kind of feedback and instruction teachers might provide to their students on
classroom assignments to help drive student revision. Additionally, the quick reference
chart on page 184 also lists the 6-TRAIT scores for these essays.
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High School Persuasive Essay #91
High school sports
6-TRAIT Scores:
The world is filled with a numerous amount of student
athletes that could somewhere down the road have a bright
future. Being a student athlete comes with a lot of adult-like
responsibilities, high school years are when they are coming
closer to being on their own. Playing the sport that you love or
want to attend in your high school days are a privilege, not a
right. By me saying that, I am stating that grades come first
before any event that you are trying to do at your high school. If
a student can’t get it together and get in done in the classroom,
they will not be eligible for that sport.
I honestly believe that what is known to me as the grades
before play policy helps high school students out in the
classroom tremendously. The fact that students know if their
grades aren’t were they need to be helps push students to work
harder and keep their heads in the books, in my opinion. A lot of
schools are starting to get very strict on suspending athletes for a
certain amount of time or events for not having their grades
where they need to be at their grade check point. If the athlete
really has love for the sport they are attending they wouldn’t
want to be in the position of getting suspended from the sport
they like and get it done in the classroom.
It shouldn’t matter how good the athlete is, they
shouldn’t be cut any slack for their fault on their school work.
The future for these students are far more important then a
couple of touchdowns, a couple of baskets or even a couple of
spikes and swings. It wont matter what they did in that event in
high school if their grade point average isn’t were it needs to be.
No college will except any student if their GPA isn’t were it
needs to be at the end of their senior year. If a student is getting
suspended for events in his high school years, what will
convince a coach that the same thing won’t happen in college?
Colleges don’t want to waste all their time on someone who will
let them down in the near future.
An athlete should want to be known as an “all around”
student-athlete, not jus an athlete. An all around athlete is
someone who can get it done for his coach in their sport, plus
get it done in the classroom for both their teacher and coach. If
they screw up on grades, they are not only letting their coaching
staff down but their also letting down their fellow teammates.
Nothing would hurt fans, teammates and coaches more then a
star player not being able to participate in an event for because
of their academics in school. Who knows? Maybe the whole
community will be let down not seeing u participate at an
athletic sporting event.
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Ideas and Content:
Organization:
Voice:
Word Choice:
Sentence Fluency:
Conventions:

3
3
3
4
4
3.5

Performance Levels:
Composite Score:
3.29
Performance Category:
MS
Scorer Commentary:
The central point of the essay is not
entirely clear.
Fluently written with conviction
but there is not a full persuasive
construct.
Opposing arguments are never
addressed.
Great emotional voice.
The essay leaves the reader
wanting more.
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If students are struggling to get their work done or need
more time to do it, I am almost 100 percent positive their coach
will work with them. Thirty minutes from practice after school
will not hurt much to get help on school work. Thirty minutes
from practice is way better then missing a couple of games or
losing playing time. Students should seriously think about how
important grades are in high school and how important they
have to do with their future. High school athletics should not be
a problem if students can get their school work done. If they
can’t just suspend them for a certain time period and help them
realize they need grades to play sports and succeed in life.
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Suggestions for Revision:
Make sure your topic and position
are made clear early in the essay.
Write more from experience and
offer more specific details.
Revise to eliminate wordiness and
some instances of informal
language (e.g., screw up).
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High School Persuasive Essay #92
The value of Taking Risks and Making Mistakes in Life
6-TRAIT Scores:
There are many consequences for those who choose to
make mistakes in life. Some find out earlier then others. But it’s
not up to us to fix others mistakes; they have to learn to fix their
own problems and mistakes just like the rest of us. The positive
and negative outcomes of these consequences depend on your
actions and what you choose to do in life. Whatever you decide
to do is there with you for the rest of your entire life.
First of all, let’s think about the negative values that
would retain to education for example. Education is the primary
key to success in life as to getting a job, going to college,
running for some sort of office, or having the possessions you
once thought about when you were a little child. All of these
pertain to education, but if you don’t come to school and pay
attention then what’s the point in having a job or going to
college? You might as well be a nothing if it’s not worth
something to maybe not you but a cousin or brother or maybe
even a friend. Some people just come to school to sleep in class
to make time go by, or disrespect the teachers when they ask for
a simple assignment. Worst of all, they won’t even make an
attempt to come to school or to try and work. These are prime
examples of how to ruin your life.
Now on the other hand, the positive outcomes of
education would be better jobs, better college scholarships, or
more money. Now most of us have already decided what we
want to pursue in life. Some want to be doctors, some want to be
lawyers, maybe even a teacher or professional athlete. But with
out education what’s the point in even putting the effort towards
all of this. It would be like a car with no tires or wheels, or a
book with blank pages. What I’m saying is there is too much
talent in this world to just throw away. Not everybody was
blessed with a gift from above.

Ideas and Content:
Organization:
Voice:
Word Choice:
Sentence Fluency:
Conventions:

2
2.5
3
3
3.5
3.5

Performance Levels:
Composite Score:
2.71
Performance Category:
AS
Scorer Commentary:
A strong beginning but the essay
needs to take more time to develop
ideas fully.
Ideas are unfocused in places and
the argument is not yet convincing.
Organization feels more random
than purposeful. Conclusion is
missing.
The voice is beginning to take
shape.
Decent introduction but it doesn’t
seem to connect to the rest of the
essay.

Suggestions for Revision:
Revise conclusion to be a better fit
with the content of the essay.
Strengthen the introduction to
identify the position that will be
argued and develop an organization
to support that argument more
clearly.
Strengthen the voice in this piece.
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High School Persuasive Essay #93
Requiring More Fuel-Efficient Cars
6-TRAIT Scores:
We live in tough times. Gas prices continue to increase,
the economy is falling apart, and some believe that the
environment is changing for the worst. All of these problems
can be related to two things, the cost of fuel and the inefficient
vehicles we drive. Both of these problems can be solved with
one solution. This solution could not only help the environment,
it could help the economy, and advance technology. We should
require that the automobile manufacturers should produce more
fuel efficient vehicles.
To start with, this solution could do a variety of things
including helping the environment. Some believe that all the
pollutants we put into the atmosphere are causing global
warming, now this may or may not be true, but what is true is
that these pollutants cause a number of unsightly and harmful
things. These pollutants cause a haze to appear over large cities
that not only looks terrible, but can cause damage. When it rains
this haze collects in the rain droplets and creates a form of rain
called acid rain. Acid rain not only eats away at buildings and
cars, but also makes the soil at farms very high in acid levels,
which can lead to the death of crops. This haze can naturally go
away, but when we use inefficient vehicles which add more and
more pollutants to the haze, it will never leave, it will only
grow. If we were to use more fuel efficient cars though, the haze
would start to lessen and go away.
The pollutants from vehicles aren’t the only thing
destroying the environment, we are too. With the raise in
demand for crude oil the state of Utah has allowed oil
companies to drill in national parks. These huge oil drillers are
now going to be allowed in the national parks. Unless we start to
drive more fuel efficient cars, and lower the demand for crude
oil, these metal monsters will be able to destroy the natural
beauty of our national parks.
Not only can requiring automobile manufactures to
create more fuel efficient cars help the environment it can also
help the economy. If the fuel efficiency on cars was raised to no
less than 30 miles per gallon people would be made to buy a
fuel efficient car. This surge in money could help out the
economy, and get the auto industry away from needing a
financial bailout. With people not needing to buy so much gas
for their vehicles, heating costs would go down because of the
surplus of fuel. With this extra money people could invest, or by
other products. This redistribution of wealth could raise stock
prices and help get us out of the recession. Not only would the
raising of the fuel efficiency of cars help big corporations’ stock
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Ideas and Content:
Organization:
Voice:
Word Choice:
Sentence Fluency:
Conventions:

4
4
4.5
3.5
4
4

Performance Levels:
Composite Score:
4.00
Performance Category:
ES
Scorer Commentary:
Very well thought out. The passion
is certainly there. Voice is very
strong.
Argument is partially convincing;
does not address the arguments of
the opposition.
Introduction does a good job of
drawing readers in.
The pacing of ideas lingers too long
on some points and skims over
others.
Writing reads smoothly but lacks
any feeling of rhythm.
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it would also help individuals. The cost for shipping products
around the nation would fall; joining this fall would be the cost
of the product itself. Having cheaper food and other products
available would put more money into the pockets of the people
which could be spent on more products which would continue
the redistribution of wealth.
The final reason that requiring more fuel efficient car
would have a positive outcome is the need for more fuel
efficient vehicles will drive technology forward. The new fuel
efficient cars will need new types of engines, new types of
computer chips, and a new body frames to accommodate the
new parts. All of these parts will drive technology forward, and
there might even be some unexpected positives to come out of
this rush toward the advancement of technology. For example
the first kind of tape was made by a man named Scotch; he was
tying to develop a product to hold parts to the body of a car
temporally. He came up with scotch tape. This and many other
practical products have come from the automobile industry’s
technologies department. Not only will we need to build the new
parts, but we will need new machinery to build these new parts.
Anther example of how the automobile industry has helped out
in this region is that the first automated robot was put to work in
a car manufacturing plant. All this new technology will take a
step toward the future.
All in all, building more fuel efficient cars would be a
good thing; it would help the environment, the economy, and
will push technology forward. Instead of teaching our children
to settle for what they have we will teach them to strive for only
the best. Who knows, in 20 years we might have cars that run
off air.
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Suggestions for Revision:
Address the arguments of the
opposing viewpoint as one way to
strengthen your position.
Be careful to not restate in the same
sentence or to use not only too
often.
Strengthen your conclusion to
better match the quality of your
introduction.
Some minor editing is still needed.
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High School Persuasive Essay #94
learning another language
The chief wonder of education is that it does not ruin
everybody concerned in it, teachers and taught. This stated in
1901 by a Mr. Henry Brooks Adams (1828-1918) U.S. historian
and writer, “The Education of Henry Adams”. When he said these
words he mint that education was out to better ones life in their
way. So it would and is completely unlawful for a second
language to be thought out side English and I will show this by
speaking primarily on one the limited access to all languages and
no preference on which one to acquire, how this would show a
bias towards one profession and retract learning for individuals
life career and Finally how It discards original intention of public
school and search for a education.
Starting with one, the limited access to all languages and
no preference on which language to be acquired. The basis of this
argument be that if you are going to make it mandatory to learn a
second language out side of their own natural language, then you
must adequately prepared to teach all language. Other wise you
would be showing a preference for one language and disregard the
intentions of the student and their wishes. Not only this with all
the languages out there, there is no one language that sticks out far
enough to make it mandatory to learn outside of English but
seeing how this language has already been acquired and is already
being thought as a class till beyond college this would be
irrelevant. But if looking at the rest of the languages of the world,
none state a necessity to be learned. Thus there be no reason to
make it mandatory to teach a language if we can not even provide
for all the languages or choose which one is adequate for the
student to learn.
Along with no particular language and access to all
languages there is the point of how this shows bias towards one
profession and retracts from learning for individuals life carrier.
From this I mean that this action would lessen the value of having
a interpreter and thus throw off the market of such profession and
life style of such people who operate inside this market of jobs.
Not only that but this action would also take up time of the
students education in which they could spend on their set carrier
that they wish to pursue as their life job, taking away four credit
points that could have bettered prepared them for such job.
Not only a bias towards one profession but also and finally
how It discards original intention of public school and search for a
education. As shown in the original statement at the front of this
paper education is meant to enlighten a person so that their life
may better work for them and further the growth of their status in
this world. While yes it would be a great benefit to have a second
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6-TRAIT Scores:
Ideas and Content:
Organization:
Voice:
Word Choice:
Sentence Fluency:
Conventions:

2
2.5
2.5
2.5
2
2

Performance Levels:
Composite Score:
2.29
Performance Category:
AW
Scorer Commentary:
The language and word choice of this
essay is forced.
Essay uses some of the vocabulary of
persuasion—arguments, bias,
intentions, relevance, social
conscience. However, without
clarity, illustration, or support they
are empty in the essay.
A clear position is not taken until
well into the essay. Support is very
general and difficult to wade through.
Some elevated vocabulary is used
incorrectly creating a barrier to
meaning.
Many convention errors throughout
the essay.
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language in some jobs, not all jobs have a necessity or even a
basic requirement for such a trait. With this not being a mandatory
thing in life I fail to see how it should be a mandatory thing in
school.
With this overwhelming amount of evidence piled against
this topic I find it to be completely obvious that having a second
language be thought is not only unlawful but also not practical for
there is no particular language to be thought, it shows a byes
towards a single profession, retracts original reason for a
education and Discards the individuals choices to his own carrier.
So I call for a dismantlement of this bill and push for you to
further struggle to hold the purity of the reason for education and
the choices of the student!

Suggestions for Revision:
Simplify your language and talk to
your readers. You have a clear
position and the beginning of some
support but it’s hard to dig out from
the “jargony” words used.
Make your position more apparent
to your reader earlier in your essay.
Readers want to know from the getgo what your position is.
Support your arguments with facts
and evidence. Much of this is
missing and weakens your argument
considerably.
Perhaps go back and create an
outline for what you have here and
then revise that outline before
beginning the next draft. Focus on
organizing your ideas in a logical
and coherent fashion.
Have another student read this out
loud to you and listen for errors and
problems with fluency.
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High School Persuasive Essay #95
High School Sports
6-TRAIT Scores:
Most extracurricular activities can greatly impact a
student’s life in many ways if they choose to take advantage of
them. Drugs and alcohol are extremely high in today’s society.
Another problem in today’s society is the number of high school
students dropping out and the number of D’s and F’s on a
student’s transcript. Many students who are talented and are good
at school also choose not to go to collage because they can’t
afford it and school sports can help you out with that.
Getting involved in school sports can greatly impact a
students by keeping them involved. Being involved in something
that you like will help you to stay out of trouble due to having less
time to do the things that you shouldn’t be doing. Having less of a
bad influence can help you stay in school and get good grades.
Staying away from gangs, drama, violence, drugs, and alcohol
helps improve your life style as well as your future. There will be
a better chance of you going to collage if you are involved, are
good a team player, and have good sportsmanship.
Being good at a sport can greatly help you with collage as
well as having good grades. Scholarships are offered with the
chance that you keep your grades up and play collage sports. Not
just any one can play a sport the greatest requirement other then
having heart and talent is good grades. You may also get kicked
out for bad grades. High school sports can help you keep your
grades up if you are truly passionate about the sport.
Getting involved in extracurricular activities such as a
sport can help you keep in school. Many students don’t like
school but love sports. For many people sports are the only reason
to attend school. Being stuck in a class for 95 minutes with many
students, you can quickly turn into a number. On the basketball
court for example you can improve to people that you are good.
You can always show off your talent, but don’t make you’re self
look bad.
Sports can improve your life if you allow them to. Being
involved in a sport can impact your life as well as your self
esteem. There are many advantages to extracurricular activities.
You can stay out of trouble, stay in school as well as bringing up
your grades. Getting a scholarship for collage can also be made a
reality by playing sports. Being involved in sports can also help
you to make new friends, and important choices that may later
affect one of the most important part of your life; your future.
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Ideas and Content:
Organization:
Voice:
Word Choice:
Sentence Fluency:
Conventions:

3
2.5
3
3
3
2.5

Performance Levels:
Composite Score:
2.83
Performance Category:
AS
Scorer Commentary:
Argument is one-sided, underdeveloped, and not convincing.
Introduction and conclusion are
recognizable but are not effective.
No attempt is made to address
alternate viewpoints.
Writer only seems involved in a
few, rare places.
Essay reads like a rough draft.

Suggestions for Revision:
Ideas need to be re-organized and
sequenced in a more logical
fashion around a central argument.
Focus on improving word choice
would strengthen the essay.
Correct conventions, particularly
internal punctuation.
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High School Persuasive Essay #96
High School Sports
6-TRAIT Scores:
High school sports can influence every student in a
different way. I am influenced greatly by high school sports
because they have helped me achieve a verity of things in a short
period of time. Athletes like me are able to get the most out of
their high school years because we can make memories without
doing bad things. Most of all students learn how to manage
school work, how to be a role model and build character for a life
time.
Grades are important no matter if students are in sports or
not. Students have to realize in order to play a sport they have to
keep their grades up. This helps the kids stay on task in class and
keep them out of trouble. With more pressure on the students to
do good kids have to learn how to manage their time. For instance
if they have seminar they learn to stay busy and not do
unproductive things. Students out for sports may have a better
chance at getting help. Like if their practice doesn’t start right
after school they can get help after school or if their friend is in
the sport they can get help from them also. I have learned with
being in basketball that staying after school can help me
accomplish the homework that I am having trouble with.
All kids look up to their high school sports teams. When
they go to a Friday night football game they are there playing with
their friends discussing how cool it’s going to be when they get
that old. Young kids watch their older bothers and sisters and see
that they are having fun makes them want to go out for it. That is
why it is important for students to try their hardest in sports. I
know when I was young I liked to see how fast the players would
run up and down the floor. Teamwork is one thing that will help
keeps the team together and hopefully leads to winning. This can
also help the players from blaming losing just on just one person.
Showing dedication can help the kids work harder in the things
they enjoy too. Getting involved with school is important.
Students represent our school by showing school pride. Cheering
on the team is sometimes just as important as being on the team.
Getting involved in high school sports helps build
character. Building character takes some time and effort. Every
athlete on the team is going to mess up once in a while but they
have to use that to learn how to improve whatever they did wrong.
This may involve using some skills you never use in normal day
life. Athletes also get to know people they would never meet up
with. In every sport I am in I have become connected with
coaches and that helps me when I am looking for references to put
on applications. Getting to know these people is good because it
helps with social skills and now these people can help with future
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Ideas and Content:
Organization:
Voice:
Word Choice:
Sentence Fluency:
Conventions:

3.5
4
3.5
3
3.5
4

Performance Levels:
Composite Score:
3.58
Performance Category:
MS
Scorer Commentary:
Strong ideas. Points one and two
could be developed with personal
examples to strengthen the
argument.
Does not address alternate
viewpoints.
Ideas are not necessarily original
but do see to work as support.
Can see the connection of the
supporting paragraphs with the
introduction and conclusion.
Essay functions but isn’t
particularly convincing.
Word choice is repetitive in places.
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planning, even if the students’ future isn’t guided in the athletic
direction. When kids are trying to decide what to do with the ball
or where to run next they learn how to take chances. With the
right attitude all these will shape high school students well.
Growing up playing sports can help these young high
school boys and girls. It doesn’t only create lasting memories it
also helps them bond with their friends in all different ways.
Sports are a good way to learn and help kids take who they are
and improve it. But over all it teaches them the importance of
grades, how to be role model and how to build character. Most
parents are able to see this in their kids and enjoy seeing them
improve.

Suggestions for Revision:
Addressing alternative points of
view will strengthen the persuasive
aspect of this essay.
Adding more personal examples
might be one way to strengthen
voice.
Beware of over-generalizing with
the word all.
Focus attention on correct use of
internal punctuation.
Adding more effective transitions
would help the fluency of the
essay.
Be mindful of the overuse of
second person pronouns.
Eliminate redundancy in the
introduction and conclusion.
Avoid vague words such as things,
use more specific, meaningful
nouns.
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High School Persuasive Essay #97
High School Sports
6-TRAIT Scores:
High school sports play a big role in school and have a
great affect on a large percentage on students. Besides academics,
sports make a school’s history what it is. Also being involved in
sports develops and improves a lot of skills that students wouldn’t
develop in the classroom. A lot of times in athletic competitions
you’re put in a position to where you have to challenge yourself
and strategize on how to wear down or stop your opponent.
Winning and losing competitions push you harder to achieve
success and not give up. There’s still another opportunity.
Academics….learning in the classroom, something just
about every athlete needs to be successful. Yes you learn lessons
in the classroom like when you pass or fail a test because you
didn’t study or pay attention the previous class. This doesn’t
pressure or bother enough students to want to do better on the next
one, that’s why I believe athletics or sports have a better lessoned
learned out of it.
Lessons learned in sports are more significant. In sports
you actually pay attention to the meaning and apply it. My
experience of playing sports and learning lessons from my
mistakes help me a lot in the classroom because sports taught me
to strive more in succeeding the highest potential I’m capable of
doing. If high school sports weren’t around, a lot of students
wouldn’t have a reason to want to succeed. Students want the
opportunity to stay doing sports so they do well in the classroom.
Without the impact sports have on students and what it
teaches them affects their decisions in the classroom along with
academics. Why? Having good sportsmanship in basketball means
you know how to control your actions and behavior, this plays a
part in the classroom because a lot of times students patience and
nerves get out of hand and they want to give up but they don’t
because the meaning of sports make them not give up.

Ideas and Content:
Organization:
Voice:
Word Choice:
Sentence Fluency:
Conventions:

2.5
2
3
2
3
3.5

Performance Levels:
Composite Score:
2.50
Performance Category:
AS
Scorer Commentary:
Needs to develop a clear thesis so
the arguments can be followed
throughout the essay.
Body paragraphs need clear topic
sentences and more specific details
to support your position.
The basic framework is there, but
leaves the reader wanting more
structure and opinion. Delve
deeper!
Conclusion is missing.

Suggestions for Revision:
Detail an outline of your ideas and
write from that.
Use the introduction for its
purpose—leading up to the thesis,
not defending it.
Include additional details and facts
to show your readers your intent.
Eliminate the repetitive use of a lot.
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High School Persuasive Essay #98
Fuel Efficiency Is the Key to a Better Life
6-TRAIT Scores:
As the price of gas keeps getting higher and higher, so
does the demand of alternative power sources. Though the
vehicles we drive now have been good enough for the past 100
years, they are not efficient enough for our needs today. We need
to find new ways to create fuel efficient vehicles. Whether it is
gasoline, battery, hydrogen, solar, or even wind powered, we must
find alternative ways to increase gas mileage. The benefits of
increasing gas mileage would be a healthier environment, a boost
in the economy, and help for families across the United States.
Our current vehicles are not acceptable in any of these categories.
Using more fuel efficient cars would be a lot easier on the
environment. The cars that are on the roads today spit out all kinds
of harmful emissions. If we were to increase the fuel efficiency of
those cars then the emissions output would be greatly decreased.
One way to increase gas mileage would be to find an alternative
power source for the vehicles. For instance, if we were to use
hydrogen to power our vehicles, the only thing that would come
out of the exhaust pipes would be all natural H20, also known as
water. I know you’re probably thinking that coming up with a way
to power a vehicle with hydrogen would be a very difficult task, if
not all together impossible. But the truth is that engineers are
getting very close to solving that problem. Some car companies
have already developed a hydrogen powered car. Though they
don’t have all the bugs worked out yet, they have made a very
promising start towards using hydrogen power.
Another reason that fuel mileage should be increased is
because, in more than one way, it would boost our economy. As
of right now our economy is slowly sliding into a recession. If
congress were to pass a law requiring that all vehicles being made
must get a certain amount of miles per gallon, then it would create
many jobs around the nation, in turn giving life to our economy.
With a sudden demand for new technology, automakers would be
forced to hire people to take on the task of developing new
engines that could achieve the given standard. They would also
have to hire people to build these cars. If you are thinking that this
wouldn’t help the economy because they would just use the
people that they already have hired, you’re mistaken. Because this
new technology would be saving people a lot of money on gas
bills, there would be a constant demand for these cars, meaning
that production would have to increase. This would then lead to
the hiring of thousands of workers. Since people would be buying
them to save themselves some money, they would be, in fact,
regenerating our economy.
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Ideas and Content:
Organization:
Voice:
Word Choice:
Sentence Fluency:
Conventions:

5
5
4.5
5
5
4.5

Performance Levels:
Composite Score:
4.88
Performance Category:
EX
Scorer Commentary:
Well developed, balanced
persuasion, including the rebuttal
of two opposing arguments.
Great use of examples.
Voice could be strengthened just a
bit more to better engage the
reader.
Essay reads smoothly but lacks a
rhythm or grace.
Although convention errors are
present, punctuation is used
purposefully and effectively to
guide readers through the text.
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Finally, better fuel mileage requirements would help out
the families in our country. Now, because gas prices are so high,
families have had to cut back on their spending. As the price of oil
goes up, so does the price of other goods that families frequently
buy. Eggs, cheese, milk, and bread are just a few of the things that
have had price increases in the local grocery stores. The cost of
these items hasn’t gone up due to their demand, but rather because
of the prices of gasoline. The increased cost of these goods means
that families essentially have to pay for gas twice. Once for the
gas itself and another time for the increased food prices it has
caused. If fuel efficient cars were developed then it would provide
relief for many families across the United States by lowering their
gas bills and, hopefully in the long run, their food bills too.
In the end more fuel efficient cars would be in our best
interest. They would help to save our environment, regenerate our
economy, and lower the bills for families in the United States.
Sure cars are meant to do one thing, get us from point A to point
B. If they were more fuel efficient, however, they would help
make our daily lives easier and more enjoyable too.
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Suggestions for Revision:
Continue to polish for word choice,
fluency, and conventions.
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High School Persuasive Essay #99
The Spectacular’s of Sports
6-TRAIT Scores:
In high school, there are many opportunities to become
involved in activities throughout the school year. Whether it’s a
club such as FBLA or a sport in which athletes can compete,
students have numerous opportunities to get involved. These
opportunities help prepare students for life by teaching them
important lessons. Although clubs can teach students some major
life skills, they do not teach the students as much as a student
actively involved in high school sports. High school athletics
teach students valuable life lessons, teach students how to manage
what is important in their life, and teach students to remain
physically active throughout life. High school sports are an
important key to teens becoming successful in life and should not
be taken for granted.
In sports, to become not only an excellent athlete yourself,
but a great team as well, athletes need to work hard. Whether it is
by practicing or training to become better in the weight room,
athletes know it takes hard work to acquire their goals. For
anything to become its best, it takes hard work and dedication.
This is also true in life. Whether it is for work or just tending to a
garden, it takes hard work to get where you want to go or be
where you want to be. This is a very important life lesson that can
and should be used throughout a person’s life.
Another important lesson learned through high school
athletics is to never give up. Throughout life, everyone goes
through a tough time. Today, for instance, it can be hard to find a
job. Instead of just giving up after applying for a few jobs, try
harder. Whatever happens, don’t give up! Sure, you might get
turned down again, but it’s worth a shot. The same can be said and
is demonstrated through high school athletics. In a basketball
game, if a team is down towards the end of a game, do you think
the athletes are taught to just give up when the shots aren’t falling
for them and they are down? No! Instead these student athletes try
harder. They fight to the finish and never give up. Because these
teens have a chance to participate in high school athletics, they
learn valuable life lessons which will stick with them for the rest
of their lives.
Although competing in athletic events can be fun, students
learn to manage their schedules the hard way. If a student athlete
is busy competing and practicing, they may fall behind in school,
and he or she will be punished as a result. In Hanover High
School, if a student becomes ineligible, he or she cannot compete
in an athletic event until they bring their grade(s) up. A student
becomes ineligible by receiving either three D’s during a quarter
of school or by containing just one F. This teaches high school
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students to pay attention to what is important, academics and not
athletics. In most instances, a student will get a job based on their
academic record and not by athletics. However, by being active in
high school athletics, students will learn to manage their schedules
more efficiently and learn to always stay focused on what is
important in their life.
Finally, athletics are important for the obvious, remaining
in shape. It seems as though more and more people are becoming
overweight. The best method to lose weight is by exercising and
becoming active. The best way to do this is by participating in
athletics. If a teen actively participates in high school athletics,
then exercising will become second-hand. Although many teens
do not look as though they need to worry about their weight, as
they get older, their metabolism will most likely slow down. In a
nutshell, their weight will catch up to them. If teens participate in
sports during high school though, it will be easier for them to get
out and exercise when they need to later on in life.
Some people believe high school athletics have a negative
effect on the lives of students. They feel sports are becoming the
top priority in a teen’s life and students would be better off
without the opportunity of participating in high school sports.
Although high school sports are extremely important for
teenagers, it should not overcome the importance of academics. In
Hanover, academics come first. Although most kids thoroughly
enjoy the opportunity to play sports, they realize that unless they
focus on their academics, they won’t get the chance to participate
in sports.
Yet, there are still a fraction of the high school students
that do not participate in any sports during high school. That
fraction only increases with the size of the school. A goal should
be set to where the number of students that do not participate in
high school athletics decreases every year. This will not only be
valuable for the teams that they join, but even more beneficial to
the students themselves. If a student becomes involved in high
school athletics it will help him or her tremendously. It will teach
them valuable life lessons, teach them how to manage what is
important in their life, and teach students to remain physically
active throughout life. The opportunities given through high
school sports are very important and should be used to any highschool student’s advantage.
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High School Persuasive Essay #100
The Value of Taking Risks and Making Mistakes

6-TRAIT Scores:
Have you ever regretted doing or not doing a certain task?
You might regret it because you didn’t want to take any risks. In life,
majority people take a risk every day. Yes, some make mistakes, but
some can usually take that mistake and brush it aside or learn from it.
Then others take the risk again without making mistakes the next
time. A firm belief is established in a lifestyle in whether or not
someone is a risk taker or not. It will usually depend on how well
they take to making mistakes. If a person believes they want
something bad enough or they care about the situation they are in,
they should take that risk to achieve what they want to accomplish,
although they may make a mistake.
Taking risks adds many ups and downs to life. Positive
aspects to a risk taking life are numerous. There are subjects such as:
beginning a steady relationship with a boy friend or girl friend by
taking the risk to ask him/her to date, you can also strengthen a
previous relationship you may have had, there’s also the possibility
of having luck on your side when taking the risk to get an objective
done in a high risk situation. For example, if an individual is a rescue
unit and they have to save someone from a rock cliff. They take that
risk of having the rope break and plummeting to the bottom of the
rocks, but they take that risk to keep the victim out of harms way.
A person may also earn a well known reputation by being a
risk taker, like when President Franklin Roosevelt sent the bomber
planes to Japan after Pearl Harbor. There was high risk of an
imminent attack both on land or sea again; but Roosevelt held firm
and took the risk of retaliation and saved the country from despair for
the time being. When someone takes a risk they put a reputation on
the line. When an individual takes the risk of making a relationship
they can very easily make mistakes. The value of taking risks can be
a very essential part of a person’s life; however, it could very well
create turmoil for the future of that individual.
When a person makes a mistake it can hurt the individual or
somebody else very badly. Making mistakes is all par for the course.
There will always be a mistake to be made; no one can deny it. The
way one might go about handling a situation is crucial to the number
of mistakes that are out there. When you make a mistake you can
either choose to let it drag you down with sorrow or you can pick
your self up. Try to move on and correct the problem, before it
happens again. Please choose to pick yourself up. The feeling of
letting the mistakes drag a person down hurt worse than that person
going on about their life and moving on. Although a mistake is
usually seen as appalling, it is sometimes shown to me as a sign of
reconciliation. That feeling is brought to me by making a mistake
and showing remorse which in time strengthens a relationship again
between conflicting people.
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Every time a person is assigned to do anything of any nature
they are at risk. They may not be at a dangerous risk, but it could just
be the simple risk of making a minor mistake. When a police officer
is assigned to a work unit, they are at risk of being hurt in the line of
duty. When a student is assigned an essay they are at risk of possibly
flunking the project. The values of these risks and mistakes are
somewhat valuable to the everyday nature of the human world. When
famous inventors pursue to make an invention they take risks and
make mistakes. The inventor may take a risk and use his hard earned
dollars to build something he believes in very much. And it may also
take him many tries and mistakes he will eventually come through to
make an evolution of products. Although the mistakes may get a
person depressed, this world would have never become what it is
today with out them (don’t say that yes, go ahead and make mistakes,
but when a mistake is done it is done.) And who knows, somehow
down the way it may help somebody.
When the founding fathers of this nation wanted to revolt and
establish the U.S government they where taking almost a life
threatening risk for many of the colonists. The leaders felt that if the
king did not want to give up the territory for the independent states,
colonists would fight for it. And who made the mistake? King
George did. He made the mistake of having his troops fight against
colonists to keep his control of a land that was thousands of miles
away. By one man making this mistake we as Americans were able
to fend them off through long battles and better our future to create
the United States of America.
The value of taking a risk is valuable to a person’s
personality more than likely. In some ways it’s good, and in some
ways it’s bad. When an individual goes into interview for a job and
on a record they have something against them from taking risks, that
employer may not want any risk takers and will not hire that
individual. And in some cases it may be just the opposite; the
employer may need some risk takers. By taking a risk and making a
mistake anybody can better prepare themselves for the road ahead.
The next time it will not be a risk because that person has done it
before; and if they made a mistake taking that risk last time they
probably won’t this time because they have most likely corrected the
problem.
Although some people in life are perfectionists and do not
want to make mistakes, mistakes contribute to almost every persons
daily life. Mistakes can either get you down or better your self
esteem knowing that you’ve learned something.
So, in saying that the values of risks and mistakes are high and
essential to life and communities worldwide, it is not wrong or
terrible to make mistakes but no person has to go out looking for a
risk to make a mistake. If a person believes they want something bad
enough or they care about the situation they are in, they should take
that risk to achieve what they want to accomplish, although they may
make a mistake is is sure to benefit them in some way, they just
might not see it.
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High School Persuasive Essay #101
Everybody, at some point or another, has been in a
situation where they have to make a choice. Stick with the safe
side that your instincts naturally tell you to do? Or is it time for
you to step up to the plate and show how bold and daring you are?
Get that adrenaline pumping. Should you go around and be safe,
or take that shortcut? But what if you don’t succeed? Failure is the
number one reason as to why people don’t take the risk.
You have heard the phrase, “learn from your mistakes.”
And it is only true. Instead of walking 100 yards to crows the
small bridge over the creek, you look at the gap between you and
your destination. “You can make it” you tell yourself, “it’s such a
short distance, it can’t be that hard.” So you scope out the
surrounding area, searching for the best spot you can see to take
off and land. You find a good spot and decide to go for it. Taking
a step back, you run with all your might. Wind blowing through
your hair, you step off with a great leap, soaring through the air.
But as you near, you start to realize that you aren’t going to make
it! You’ve already jumped and there’s no going back now. Your
feet splash down on the soft mud, but your body hasn’t quite made
it that far. Searching and groping about frantically for something,
anything to pull yourself to the other side. To safety. Trying to
bury your claws into a patch of grass, or a sturdy tree root, or even
an embedded rock. But you find nothing. Only the soft, mushy
mud that traps under your fingernails as you dig your fingers into
the side of the wall, hoping it won’t let you fall. But your weright
is just too much for it and you fall backwards, into the pit of mud
and water behind you. So there you are, muddy, wet, and laying in
the bottom of the creek. But it’s ok. You can just climb your way
up and carry on with your life. You’ve fallen, so instead of sitting
there hoping somebody will pass by to help you, do something for
yourself and get back up.
People tend to think of failure as something that is all
around bad. But really you just learn something new every time
you fail. You cant do what you’ve attempted, or should possibly
make another attempt with a different game plan. Most risks are
not that big of a deal really. So what if the soda machine ate your
dollar? So what if your socks are wet from walking in the rain?
We take risks everyday of our lives, we just don’t quite know it.
When you get behind the wheel, or strap into that roller coaster,
your safety is not guaranteed. Taking a small risk is perfectly fine,
as long as there is no big price of failure. But people hate to fail,
its only natural for us humans. But once you come to see that
messing up is not the end of the world, you’ll be more willing to
try things.
Taking risks is not only for success and failure. It can
create memories that you will forever remember, and stories to tell
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for a later time. It puts a little excitement in our lives and makes
us all unique. How would the world be if nobody took the risk to
do anything, to stay on the safe side of the sidewalk? There would
be nothing to watch on TV, no sports to play, no more things that
are enjoyable, which we take for granted today. By doing the
daring, you get away from the safe side of the sidewalk. You
decide to walk along the curb or even cross the street. This opens
up new doors and opportunities wait us. By crossing that street,
you may come across a store that catches your eye. So you decide
to check it out and since you seem so interested, the store owner
offers you a job! By mustering up the courage to cross the road,
you’ve now earned yourself a job. These risks put more
excitement into our lives, making them that more enjoyable and
maybe even new doors will open after you enter through one. Like
if after working at the store for so long, they offer you a place in
management!
But who said you had to do all this alone? People don’t
want to do things alone. We want someone to share our feelings
with, to know that someone is there with you. That’s why when
little children are scared at night, they sneak to their parents room
and sleep with their parents. The danger (although there is no real
danger, they’re just scared) is still there, they feel more at peace
because somebody is there with them. It makes us feel more
secure. Like it wont be so bad of a fall if others fall with you. Not
only does taking risks with family and friends give you a morale
boost, it strengthens the relationship you have with one another. It
creates a stronger bond between you because you can relate to one
another. Not only with friends and family, but possibly even grow
stronger religiously. You may not have anyone there with you to
go through with, but spiritually you are never alone. You may
pray to whatever you call your God, growing closer to them and
becoming for spiritually attached. Possibly even changing your
life for the better. But that’s if you are religious. If you claim to
have no God or higher being, its never too late to do so, to become
part of a religion.
And why do we take risks? Its because there is some
reward we desire at the end. Otherwise, there would be no point in
doing so. There is always the possibility of failure but you are just
as likely to succeed if you try hard enough. Successfully reaching
your goal makes you more confident in yourself. You’ve just
accomplished something challenging, and now you reap the
benefits of doing so. Because of what your actions were, how you
did things, you came out on top. I’m not saying to go out and
attempt to outrun the police, jump out of an airplane without
instructions and attempt to skydive by yourself, or anything
drastic like that. Create memories and stories to tell. Get that
adrenaline pumping through your veins and come out on top, the
victor!
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High School Persuasive Essay #102
Driving Age in the USA
6-TRAIT Scores:
The driving age in most foreign countries is higher then in
the United States, but the USA has more Agriculture than most of
the world. This means that it is not just the parents that are doing
all the work the kids are helping too. The kids need to start driving
at an early age so they can go to school with out having their
parents driving them in from a far distance. My point of view on
the subject of raising the minimum driving age is that if the
driving age goes up it will give the kids less experience, it should
stay the same but higher the difficulty of the test, and maybe just
increase the driving age in some places like the bigger cities.
One of the reasons that adults want to raise the driving age
is because of the kids being in accidents more than the rest of
society. The USA’s driving age is 16 and most of the foreign
countries are 18, this is true but other countries also don’t have as
much rural areas as we do. The way I look at it is the earlier the
person starts driving, the better the experience the driver will get
in the long run. The foreign countries also have more difficult test
and it cost more to drive, so it seems like there it is a privilege for
them to drive, and here it seems like it is a write. I believe that it
should be a privilege and a need more than anything.
If the adults wanted to do something about the subject, and
not change the driving age, I think it would be a smart idea to
increase the difficulty on getting a license. It is harder for people
to get a driving license in European countries than it is here. One
idea is to have everyone take a drivers Ed course and not just
having so many hours of driving before you can just go pay and
take a small written test over the counter. A person could just lie
about driving the amount of hours it takes to get one. It would be
more logical to do is have all of the students in a freshman class in
high school or whoever is15 the summer before they turn 16 take
a mandatory drivers Ed class before they can get their license.
This way the person that is driving gets to know all about the road
sings and the car and it would give the money more money if the
kids had to pay the school for the class.
One idea is to still increase the driving age but only do it in
some places, like the city where the kids have public
transportation, and still keep the learners permit the same. This
way the kids could get more experience driving in the big cities,
and the kids in the rural areas can work their way up driving in the
smaller towns, and then moving up a little bit at a time. The kids
in the rural areas need to be able to drive because of driving to
school each morning and driving to where ever they are working
in the fields of just at their parents shop. The kids in the rural
areas would basically have a farmers permit, they would have
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limitations on where and when you could drive, and only to and
from places. They would only be able to drive at cretin times and
not just where ever they want. This way cops could have a curfew
for anyone less than 18 years of age, and it would limit the
amount of trouble that range of kids would get in.
The kids have accidents more than anyone in society, but
there are things that we can do with out limiting them to not
driving at all. My point of view is if the driving age goes up it will
allow for less experience when we can drive, if the driving age
stays the same the test should be harder and everyone should have
to take it, and change the age if we have to, to kids in the city that
really don’t need to drive other to get in trouble and go to school,
and let the kids in the rural areas have them but just have
limitations one them. The kids need to be able to drive some, but I
believe that we are driving a little too much, and we just need to
have more experienced drivers before they are driving on their
own.
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High School Persuasive Essay #103
Lessons to Learn
6-TRAIT Scores:
She runs down the court. A bead of sweat rolls down her
face. To her, this is the feeling of hard work. Many valuable
lessons can be learned through sports that may dramatically help
a teenager. Work ethic, responsibility, teamwork, leadership,
passion, success, and failure: all of these can be learned through
sports and used in various ways throughout the athlete’s life.
Sports promote work ethic. In sports, there is practice on
every week day, and possibly some on weekends. This shows the
athletes that nothing comes easy; it takes hard work and
dedication. Practice makes perfect. This is also true in the
classroom. In order to get good grades and a full education, hard
work must be applied.
Responsibility is a key factor in school and sports. Sports
require an athlete to be responsible and attend all practices. If an
injury occurs, the athlete must be responsible enough to inform
the coach and take the proper steps for a full recovery. In the
classroom, responsibility is also important. A student must do all
assignments correctly and turn them in on time. If the student
does not understand an assignment, it is their responsibility to ask
question or go to the teacher for extra help before or after school.
In most sports, nothing can be accomplished without
teamwork. The entire team must work as one to achieve success.
This is also true in the classroom. If a student does not work well
with others, this will cause problems with teachers and peers.
Group labs, study groups, etc. all require working with others,
which is a very important skill. In a job, everyone needs to be
able to work with each other. If teamwork can not be
accomplished, a student will struggle through out their entire life.
Before a competition, there is always a captain meeting to
review rules and regulations of the sport. The captain is in charge
of making sure the entire team follows these rules and regulations
and asking the officials if there are any questions. Leadership is
developed through this. Every class needs an excellent leader;
someone who is willing to answer questions from teachers, help
others, organize study groups, and promote positive attitudes.
Many athletes are very passionate about what they do.
They are competitive and hate to lose. If they slack off they could
disappoint themselves and their teammates. Sports show them
that no matter what the task, 100 percent must be given. They
must give their all every game and every assignment.
Through winning a competition athletes feel a sense of
accomplishment; their work has paid off. Everyone wants to
succeed, and sports show athletes that hard work must be applied
in order to receive successful results, such as a win or a good
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grade. Every athlete knows the feeling of a disappointing loss.
This shows them that in all aspects of life there are hardships.
Not everything turns out as planned. The important part is being
able to learn from your mistakes and do better the next time. A
student may get a bad grade on an assignment, but going over
what was done wrong and doing it correct the next time is the
most important.
Some would argue that sports put an emphasis on the
wrong priorities; however, without sports, athletes may not learn
some very valuable skills to carry with them throughout their
entire lives. The skills that athletes learn through sports are not
ones that can be taught, but can definitely be applied, in the
classroom.
She runs down the court and wipes her sweat away. She
realizes that no matter the outcome of the game, she has tried her
hardest and that’s what matters most. Sports have taught her work
ethic, responsibility, team work, leadership, passion, success, and
failure. All of these are important lessons to learn for school work
and work outside of school.
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High School Persuasive Essay #104
High School Sports
“Hey Mark, what are you doing tonight?”
“Hey Jim, I am going to play some basketball. Do you
want to join me?”
“No thank you Mark, I do not like sports.”
Many students who do not play sports are a lot like Jim;
they make excuses and do not want to play sports because they do
not think that they are good enough. In high school, sports are not
about how good an individual is, but about making the person feel
better. High school sports have a positive impact on teenagers
because sports improve leadership, keep teenagers out of trouble,
and keep students healthy.
To begin, sports allow students to become better leaders.
Sports require all team members to be able to step up and
accomplish a tough task in a short period of time. Becoming a
better leader will help students down the road. For example, an
employer may want a certain project done in a short period of
time. Previous leadership experience from high school sports will
help determine if this individual will or will not complete the task.
In addition to improved leadership, students also learn to
stay out of trouble if they are involved in sports. For example, in
the movie Coach Carter, all the students who played sports did not
get involved in drugs or alcohol, but all the kids who did not
participate in sports were always getting into trouble. This is also
true in everyday life. Young athletes who play sports will want to
go to bed early at night in order to prepare for a game. Students
will also stay out of trouble so they will be able to continue to
play sports.
Furthermore, sports will help students stay healthy and
learn healthier eating habits. Every day, we continue to hear about
the obesity epidemic in America, more weight-loss products are
being produced daily, and more people complain about the
unhealthy foods restaurants are serving. Sports require healthy
bodies, so students will develop healthy eating habits to stay fit
for sports. By playing sports, teenagers will be active for at least
an hour a day, and this length of activity greatly improves the
body condition of an athlete.
In contrast, many people believe that sports are dangerous
for children because they believe that sports make kids less active
in the classroom. This may be true, but most schools have policies
that require students to maintain a certain grade point average in
order to play sports. Many people also believe that sports cause an
increase in the usage of steroids and other performance enhancing
drugs, but most students do not have a need to use steroids.
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smoothly throughout the essay.
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To conclude, sports have a big impact on teenagers by improving
leadership, keeping students out of trouble, and by improving the
health of the athletes. Teens who are like Jim will realize when
they are older that it would have been beneficial to them to play
sports during high school.

Suggestions for Revision:
Adding more personal examples
might help to strengthen the
argument and also voice.
Strengthen conclusion.
Revise and improve transitions.
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High School Persuasive Essay #105
High School Sports
6-TRAIT Scores:
Jon and Jake are both juniors in high school. Jon loves
going out for football, basketball, and track. Jake would rather be
at home playing video games or hanging out with his friends, and
getting into trouble. One day Jake decided to hang out with his
friends after school and they got into a lot of trouble for
vandalizing property. When he saw Jon, he told him what kind of
trouble he got into with the cops. Jon told him that maybe if he
would have went out for sports then he would not have gotten into
trouble with the law. High school sports can help students
succeed in many ways because it helps athletes to become more
involved, keeps them healthy, and builds character.
To begin, high school sports help students become more
involved with their school. Students who are more involved stay
out of trouble because the athlete more than likely has practice
after school for at least an hour if not more. Being more involved
also looks excellent on college applications. Colleges like students
who become involved and do extracurricular activities.
In addition, sports aid students by keeping them healthy.
Many students who play sports have a healthier lifestyle because
they are not at home playing video games or watching television,
eating potato chips and drinking soda. Sports help keep kids
healthy because most sports require running, so the kids have to
be in shape.
Furthermore, high school sports also help a person build
character. Playing sports helps the students build character by
making them communicate with their teammates. For example,
when a student plays sports such as volleyball or basketball the
person will have other teammates, and in order for these people to
win they will have to learn how to communicate together. Sports
also make these individuals use teamwork. It can also help a
person build great self esteem because when they win a game or
have the winning shot in a basketball game; it makes them feel
good about themselves. By playing sports, students learn
responsibility. Sports can teach students responsibility because
they need to take care of any uniform or equipment that is given
out to them while they are using them.
Even though many people support playing sports, others
believe academics are more important. Students think that playing
sports will give them less time for their studies, causing their
grades to slip. Academics are important but sports can also get
people scholarships so they will not have to pay as much to go to
college. Many people do not go out for sports because they have
part-time jobs. Students could still go out for sports and work on
the weekends if they really wanted to.
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Introduction and conclusion
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More specific or personal examples
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the essay.
Organization lacks cohesion.
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Jake decided to go out for sports his senior year. He found
out sports did keep him out of trouble and that he really enjoyed
playing them. Therefore, high school sports can help students
succeed in many ways because it helps students become more
involved, keeps them healthy, and builds character.

Suggestions for Revision:
Develop the opposing argument
you mention more fully to support
your position.
Include more transitions to move
the reader smoothly from one idea
to the next.
Some of the description seems
stereotypical and cliché and
actually serves to disengage the
reader. Revise for this idea and
include something more “fresh.”
More development is needed in
each of your body paragraphs to
support your central argument.
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Ideas and Content

Organization

Voice

Word Choice

Sentence Fluency

Conventions

Composite Score

Performance
Category

QUICK REFERENCE SCORING CHART – APPENDIX F ESSAYS

High School Persuasive Essay #91

3

3

3

4

4

3.5

3.29

MS

High School Persuasive Essay #92

2

2.5

3

3

3.5

3.5

2.71

AS

High School Persuasive Essay #93

4

4

4.5

3.5

4

4

4.00

ES

High School Persuasive Essay #94

2

2.5

2.5

2.5

2

2

2.29

AW

High School Persuasive Essay #95

3

2.5

3

3

3

2.5

2.83

AS

High School Persuasive Essay #96

3.5

4

3.5

3

3.5

4

3.58

MS

High School Persuasive Essay #97

2.5

2

3

2

3

3.5

2.50

AS

High School Persuasive Essay #98

5

5

4.5

5

5

4.5

4.88

EX

High School Persuasive Essay #99

4

4

4

4

5

5

4.17

ES

High School Persuasive Essay #100

3.5

3

4

4

4

4.5

3.67

MS

High School Persuasive Essay #101

3.5

3.5

4

4

4

4.5

3.79

ES

High School Persuasive Essay #102

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.50

AS

High School Persuasive Essay #103

4.5

5

4

4

4

5

4.46

EX

High School Persuasive Essay #104

4.5

4

4

4.5

4

4

4.21

ES

High School Persuasive Essay #105

3.5

3

3.5

3.5

3.5

4

3.42

MS

Performance Categories: AW = Academic Warning, AS = Approaches Standard, MS = Meets Standard, ES = Exceeds Standard, EX = Exemplary
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Appendix G
High School
Practice Essays
without Annotations
from 2009 KWA

These practice essays can be used for calibration sessions in which groups of readers
score and discuss these essays to ensure that scoring is accurate and consistent from one
scorer to another. Readers can complete the annotation boxes to facilitate discussion and
also model the kind of feedback and instruction that teachers might provide to their
students on classroom assignments. Although annotating essays is not required on the
Kansas Writing Assessment, it is suggested here as an effective training procedure. The
quick reference chart on page 216 lists the 6-TRAIT scores for these essays.
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High School Persuasive Essay #106
Raising the Minimum Driving Age
6-TRAIT Scores:
Place the key in the ignition to start the vehicle, try to clear
your blind spot and safety first; situate your seat belt. Every
responsible and mature driver does the above ritual to embark on
their driving journey, sadly however, people are taking into
account raising the minimum driving age. Would this or would
this not be an appropriate resolution? I think not. The minimum
driving age should not be raised however, others squabble this
topic.
Raising the minimum driving age would significantly
incontinence large families, independent youths. The driving age
should continue at the minimum age that it is currently today. If
the minimum age was amplified it would create a huge strain on
large families that must depend on the eldest child of the
household to run errands. Some households for instance mine;
contain one mother, father and five children under the age of
eighteen. However, I am the child that is eighteen and very much
so reliant upon as if an additional adult. Other families contain
two working parents; contrasting mine but, sometimes it proves
essential that the eldest child be able to drive as well for
responsibilities that maybe requested of him or her. Independent
youths depend as well on this minimum driving age. When my
father was sixteen and on his own he needed to be able to drive so
that he may go to and from work and also, to maintain his high
school education; the capability to drive was a necessity. If the
responsibility or ability to drive at such a juvenile age than what
would come of this three family situations? Large families need
the additional driver, working parents need a steadfast person to
get things completed and the independent youths have other tasks
that require their attendance and without a vehicle could not
accomplish important duties.
However, others may dispute that the driving age should
be raised because, of the most accompanied explanation that the
younger community has more accidents than the more
knowledgeable drivers. Yet, I oppose that statement. Drivers of
any age are similarly at danger for car accidents. It is not the age
of the driver but, the maturity and the reaction time of the driver
that impacts the facility. For example, the time that I had spent
living on Fort Knox more accidents announced with older males
in the military compared to that of the youthful drivers. The male
drivers were irresponsible and choose to drink and drive causing
an accident. Another instance to take into consideration was the
car accident concerning my mother which induced the labor of my
older brother. My father, age twenty-three at the time was the
driver with my mother in the passenger seat and they were
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stricken by another vehicle. The driver of that vehicle was not a
young person but, an older male. It just goes to confirm that is it
not the age of the person that creates accidents but, the maturity;
maturity not to drink and the reaction time.
Permit the responsible and mature driver to place that key
in the ignition, clear the blind spot and gently position the seat belt
over their shoulder as they have been taught for several years. The
minimum driving age should not be raised. Consider about how it
will incontinence families, especially large ones and how it may
unconstructively affect the lives of others. It does not matter the
age of the person or their driving experience but, their maturity
and reaction time because; we all are at risk for creating an
accident on the streets.
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High School Persuasive Essay #107
Raising the Minimum Driving Age
6-TRAIT Scores:
As a teen driver, I have learned that it takes a lot of
responsibility to be a good driver. As for me, I haven’t been in any
accidents or been in trouble with the law, but that’s not the case
for everyone. There are also teen drivers who have been in
accidents and have been in trouble with the law; I know this
because the teens that have been in these situations are now
persuading adults to raise the age of driving. Therefore, I disagree
with raising the driving age, because for a teen driver it is an
exciting experience to get to drive, teens take more responsibility
after getting their license, and it’s good for teens to learn at a
young age.
The first reason why we shouldn’t raise driving age is
because as a teen it’s an exciting experience to get to drive. For all
sixteen year olds, driving is something new and exciting that we
want to experience at a young age. Starting to drive is a big part of
growing up. Having keys being put into our hands makes us teens
feel older and more responsible. It feels good as a teenager to
know that your parents trust their child with something so big; it
also makes us feeling more responsible for our actions.
Along with exciting experiences, another reason why we
should not raise the driving age is because teens take more
responsibility. Taking responsibility makes us feel older, like we
are adults. A car is like a kid to us, we want to take care of it and
keep it clean; I believe that this is a good way to show adults that
we are old enough to keep a car, to take responsibility and become
an adult. Having a license is a life changing experience for some
teens. Some of us will start maturing and watch our actions, and it
is good to have teens learning at a young age before heading to
college.
The last reason, other than responsibility is that it is good
for teens to learn how to drive at an early age. Learning at the age
of sixteen will be good for teens and adults. It is good for adults
because when teens leave for college, they will be confident that
their child is safe and that they know how to deal with the good
and the bad of driving cars. For teens, it is good to learn from
right and wrong. It’s good for every teen to make a mistake, once
you make a mistake you can always learn from it, this will also
make teens better adults. Getting stopped by a police for speeding
will teach teens that it’s wrong to speed, and then next time they
will know that it’s right to stay the speed limit.
It is good to learn when a teen still lives at home with
mom and dad. Teens at the age of eighteen are leaving for college;
this would be the time that they start driving. They won’t have a
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clue what to do and parents will not have good trust in their kid
and will be worried about them constantly.
Responsibility is a big part of life that many teens need to
accomplish. As a teen driver I know how much responsibility it
takes to have a license and to have a car. I know that adults want
to keep communities safer by raising the driving age, but I
disagree. The reasons why is because for a teen its an exciting
experience to get to drive, teens take more responsibility after
getting their license, and it is good for teens to learn at a young
age.
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High School Persuasive Essay #108
The value of taking risk and making mistakes.
6-TRAIT Scores:
There are many ways to make mistakes. But did take a risk
to make that mistake? Some people make bigger mistakes than
others. Some pay a higher consequence than others. But no matter
what you made a risk and everyone does it even if you don’t
realize that you’re doing it. There are many unnecessary risks to
take and some that you will just have to. No matter what they are
you make a risk to fulfill your destiny. There are many different
ways to take your life. Go down the good path don’t get caught
up in doing drugs and drinking and gangs. All that is stupid there
is no need for it. All you do is ruin chances you have at making it
big.
So I the point that everyone takes risk, lets talk about the
unnecessary ones. This would be things that are just stupid.
Doing drugs, smoking, purposely getting hurt and many more.
These are the things that you don’t need to do. Nobody needs to
make mistakes and take risk that can severely hurt them. If you
are doing something that is helping your life, and you get hurt,
that would not be as bad as trying to get hurt on purpose. Another
way for you to get hurt is emotionally. If you have or had a bad
break up don’t let it affect you. Don’t sit at home sobbing and
feeling bad for your self. You will find someone new. You could
have more fun being single. All you need to do is make sure it
does not knock you off your feet and you keep on trucking until
you reach the happy time in your life. When you reach that you
can still work and you won’t have to try so hard. Until you reach
the happy part of your life give everything 100%. and try hard at
everything you do.
Necessary risk would be like fixing a car, fixing something
in your home, helping people at the store or on the streets. Things
of this nature would be a good risk. If you make a mistake then
you could come back and fix it again and do a better job most of
the time. If you mess up in the house you could clean it and start
over. If you were working on the car and you stripped the bolt,
you could go buy a new bolt come back too the car and replace it.
While you’re working on the car, if you’re working under it you
have the risk of it falling on you. These would all be a god risk
though. You would be fixing and helping things around you for a
better place or product.
Some people think that all risk you take are bad. They
think that you should not take any risk and you will have no
consequence. But you always take risk, you just don’t realize it.
You make mistakes all the time everyone does. It’s like
everything you do you’re taking a risk, and if you want a good life
that’s what you have to do. Take risk be happy, make mistakes
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and learn from them, live life to the fullest and don’t ever give up
on anything. Make a good living don’t let people get too you and
ruin your chances. Make the right choices, the right friends of
you don’t get caught up in everything else then you should be
good. It will help you in the long run.
Everyone makes mistakes. It’s just human nature.
Everyone adapts to it, and you just don’t see it. Many
consequences are given from it, but that’s what life is about,
having gun and living it too the fullest. Don’t let little things get
you down. If you make a mistake forget it, you will have time to
fix it. When you make your mistake keep your head up and just
keep moving!
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High School Persuasive Essay #109
Learning another Language
You have an interview today and you’re nervous. You’re
resume looks good, so why worry? You walk into the office and
the man greets you in some language you don’t know; you look at
him quizzically, and then he frowns. You know you didn’t get the
job. Situations like this happen more often than most people think.
With learning another language you can benefit in more than one
way; you can maybe land that job or talk to family in your home
country. Of course there are disadvantages to learning another
language but there are more benefits than drawbacks to this
decision. Learning another language should be a necessary
requirement.
Everyone has their own unique culture and different
families. My family is French and seven out of eight of my
grandparents still live in France. Five of them don’t speak a word
of English so I am enrolled in French every year so I can learn
more of the culture and language and converse with them more
freely. This is a great aid for anyone with family in another
country, but it’s also good anyway for around the house. Learning
another language and using it in the household is fruitful for
everyone; it might help them later in life to land a good job that
requires being bilingual.
Since we’re on the topic of bilingual, some universities
and colleges offer scholarships for bilingual students. Employers
prefer multilingual possible employees, but bilingual is great too,
because the variety in languages they provide could potentially
extend their business to other people who speak languages other
than English. This is a definite positive for them and it would be
even better for the bilingual person because they just scored a
good job because they could speak another language. So learning
at least a second language is beneficial for the general public.
But there are some who believe learning another language
is not as good as others may think. I have asked teens and adults
as well how they feel about learning another language; some have
answered with, “I have tried, but it’s just far too hard. Why try
when I live in America anyway?” It’s understandable that yes it is
hard for some but if you look at it from a foreigner’s point of view
it’s difficult to learn English for them so both can relate to one
another. If someone is persistent enough in learning that language
it will be hard at first but they will learn basic phrases and move
in small steps toward their main goal; to learn that language and
become fluent.
Another reason additionally to not learning another
language is because it takes up time. Of course learning another
language takes up time! It’s understandable that sometimes people
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have better things or have too much to do other than learn another
language and that’s ok if your work doesn’t involve talking in any
other language other than English or if those people don’t plan on
vacationing somewhere out of the United States. If it’s too much
of a hassle to learn during the day or take night classes, there are
programs offered that will help. Rosetta Stone is available and is
said to be very easy and accessible.
There are positives and negatives to learning another
language; it will get you far in the business world and you can
finally talk to your family! But it will take time and much effort to
really be fluent in the language. Being determined and solid about
this decision could greatly affect many people’s lives in a great
number of ways. If you have family in another country and you
visit, it’s good to learn their language so you can speak with them
and casually laugh and joke with them like everyone else. I must
encourage at least all high school students to learn another
language because it will take you far in the world.
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High School Persuasive Essay #110

Every year the number one cause of human fatalities in
America, other than incurable diseases, are automobile accidents.
Most of those are either caused by intoxicated and/or teen drivers.
While intoxicated drivers are being cracked down on, if the
current driving age stays stagnant, we will continue to see
automobile accidents as one of America’s top killers. However, if
we rise the age required to posses a driver’s license, by the next
decade automobile accidents will be the least of our worries.
Thanks to new breakthroughs in medical science, we’ve
discovered that the brain is not fully developed until it is at least
twenty four years old. Also the department of the berain that
weighs risk is one of the last developing parts. Teen drivers have
also been shown to have aggressive driving habits due to the
massive amounts hormones present in their bodies during
adolescent years. These factors cupled with a moveable one ton
piece of machinery is a recipie for disaster, just because of their
natural human growth.
Another factor to take into account is the amount of
“experimentation” that occurs during the teen years. Studies show
that one in ten teens will try marijuana, and that one in four teens
will try alcohol by the age of sixteen. Mass numbers of these
“experimenters” must get home via driving, and with 115,000
deaths caused by intoxicated driving annually, we must find a way
to keep them off the road.
Yet a growing brain, a mass of hormones, or intoxication
are not the number one cause of teen involved automobile
accidents, it is a lack of experience. In recent studies, it is shown
that teen drivers typically have less than six weeks of driving
practice pre license. Putting a teen driver on the road is like
throwing a puppy into a dog show and expecting him/her to know
what to do simply based off of what he what he/she has observed.
But in this case the punishment for failure is death, yet if the
driver is given more time to prepare he/she can be just as safe as
their parent or guardian.
I personally have had two family members killed in
car accidents; both involved teenagers with relatively new
licenses. Yet, there are thousands of families who share a similar
fate. By simply raising the age a driver’s license can be issues,
while leaving the permit age the same, think of the thousands of
lives that could be saved. For letting an under grown, risky, and
inexperienced driver on the road just to remove a little hassle from
the day is irresponsible, and puts the driver and others in
unnecessary danger.
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High School Persuasive Essay #111
Center of Attention
6-TRAIT Scores:
Sports take precedence over many activities such as
academics or the arts. Many high school students put too much
emphasis on sports which results in poor academics,
overshadowing of the arts, and unnecessary drama. If this is not
changed many high school students will face a rude awakening
when attending college.
As a high school student, witnessing a classmate place
academics after sports is not an uncommon occurrence. Many
players put homework on the back burner as soon as sports begin.
Many students become so involved in sports that grades suffer
horribly and the teacher suffers too. Teachers work hard to help
students learn and succeed in life. Then many students thank them
by not turning in homework or cheating. How ethical is that?
Some students attain the “I don’t want to be here” attitude and
don’t try at all! Is that rewarding to the teacher? Rewarding no,
disappointing yes. Students need to become more focused on
school or they may not receive scholarships for college or be able
to attend college. More scholarships for academics are given than
for sports. Many high school boys strive to be a NFL football
player when grown. Now let’s be realistic here, how many people
grow up to play professional football? Not meaning to crush
dreams, but very few men grow up to be professional football
players. Now there are many students who are involved in sports
that succeed in school; however, many students are so worried
about how much playing time they will receive, that they become
distracted. Some students use sports as a motive to do well in
school, however, high school sports take students out of the
classroom and can affect grades even if they try hard.
Secondly, sports overshadow the arts. The art programs in
many schools don’t receive any attention! Sports receive more
funding in many school districts and art is the first to be cut in
times of economic distress. Arts and academics are more likely to
help a person further themselves in life than sports are. Arts are
important because they broaden the interests of the students. An
athlete can be an artist; it is not a crime. If high school students
don’t participate in the arts, they could graduate without learning
about different types of cultures. High school students need to
broaden their horizons, so they know what activities they would
like to participate in while attending college. Now, it is
understandable that everyone is an individual and has different
interests; however, students need to try multiple activities to
figure out what they are truly interested in.
Additionally, high school sports add drama and stress to
the life of a high school student. High school sports are full of cat
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fights and unwanted drama. In many cases upperclassmen take
advantage of underclassmen since they have seniority. Now, this
may be true, but what about treating others the way we want to be
treated? Many students hold grudges against each other if one
plays more than the other. Drama is also the culprit of teams
losing games. Teams need to realize that if they fight, they will
never be able to work as a team or win. Sports also add enormous
amounts of pressure on the team and on the coach. For instance,
some parents yell at their kids if they make mistakes playing
sports. Then the coach also gets criticized by parents if anything
goes wrong. Many parents pressure children when playing sports,
so students become stressed and don’t feel good enough. If
parents add too much pressure, their child can become depressed
and unconfident. Now it is understandable why high school sports
are valued, they bring in money, teach individuals to work
together, and are exciting; however, people need to realize that the
drama is unnecessary and adds unneeded pressure to the lives of
students.
High school sports are an enjoyable part of the high school
experience, but students need to realize that academics, arts, and
self-confidence are critical, also. As a high school student, I am
challenging all readers and students to exit their comfort zone and
explore new territory. As a concerned citizen, I am asking all
people to reevaluate the priorities in their lives. Go out and
explore!
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High School Persuasive Essay #112
High School Sports
“Hey Bobby! What are you doing tonight?”
“I’m going to go over to Jim’s house to shoot around. You
want to come?”
“No, sports are not for me.”
That is the excuse many students use for not going out for
any sports. They do not think they are good enough to play. That
is false; sports are not just about how good the individual is.
Sports are about keeping students healthy and active, helping
them stay out of trouble, and teaching athletes leadership.
To begin, sports are very beneficial because it ensures that
students stay healthy and active. Statistics show that the nation is
becoming more and more obese. Lack of activity and having bad
eating habits are major causes of obesity. With sports, students are
active at least an hour a day. Being active would lead to the
students being in shape and healthy. Also, the students will have
to eat healthy in order to keep in shape for their sport.
Consequently, being in shape and being healthy will give the
student a higher self-esteem because of their physical appearance.
In addition to being healthy, sports will keep athletes out
of trouble. It is a known fact that there are an increasing number
of kids committing crimes or doing drugs. If students get involved
with a sport and stay at school until late evening, it will keep
teenagers away from the negativity and peer pressure that
surrounds them on a day to day basis. Most coaches even have
discipline rules that punish athletes if they are caught drinking or
doing drugs. This will make parents feel much safer about letting
students go out on weekends. Being part of a team is almost like
having a second family. The student would know he or she has
friends that will back him or her up in the decision to “say no” to
drugs or any type of crime.
Likewise, participating in high school sports will build
leadership skills. Sports can teach students how to lead others
under any situation. It will also teach the athletes how to handle
pressure in a close game. This ability to perform under stress will
help in the future if a boss has a short deadline set for them.
Students will also be able to handle any situation professionally.
Imagine this situation: the main construction supervisor is sick
and the boss needs someone to step up and take his position for
the day. With the experience gained from sports, being able to
step up and handle the job is an easy task.
On the other hand, some might say that sports are not
beneficial for students because it becomes the main focus and
their academics suffer. This is wrong. Many schools have a
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program whereas the athlete has to obtain a certain grade point
average to stay eligible to play. By participating in sports, teens
will work hard to keep their grades up to be eligible to play.
In conclusion, sports make students better human beings all
around. It helps the student stay healthy, keep out of trouble, and
learn the meaning of leadership. So the next time a student says he
or she is not good enough to play a sport, it just means they do not
know the true meaning of sports.
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High School Persuasive Essay #113

High School Sports

6-TRAIT Scores:

High school athletics is beneficial to the student body and
mind in many ways. It also gives students time to take out of their
busy schedule from school and after school jobs to be active and
do what they want to do. Some of the reasons high school athletics
are beneficial is because they give students better people skills,
better self esteem, and better lifetime skills.
People skills are a very important skill to have when
working in most jobs. Also high school athletics can give student
what they need to succeed in their future. They need to work hard
at what they do and take every challenge head on. Sportsmanship
is one of the first and fastest skills learned in sports mainly
because nobody encourages bad sportsmanship. Sportsmanship is
a good skill to have when working in the workforce because you
learn how to treat everyone fairly.
When students are out for sports it makes them feel better
about themselves and boosts their self esteem. When students
think about what they need to do and what they have
accomplished, it often increases their will to work. Being in sports
makes students all around more confident people and helps them
work on the skills they will need later in life.
Lifetime skills can make all the difference when it comes
time to finding a job. Many times employers will monitor ones
work ethic and then decide if they should deserve the job. Sports
can give a student better work ethic if they are encouraged to get
better. Sports are also a good way to learn listening skills. When
the student listens to the coaches instructions to learn what to do
during specific plays, they are working on their listening skills
that they will use in their future.
These are some of the reasons high school athletics is one
of the best activities to participate in. Some positive things that
come out of high school sports are people skills, better self
esteem, and lifetime skills.
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High School Persuasive #114
High School Sports
6-TRAIT Scores:
BEEP! The final buzzer rings in the football game and
your team misses out on going to the playoff’s by one yard. What
is your team going to do in the off season? You are going to work
as hard as you can to make the playoffs the next year. Just like in
the classroom when you fail a test. The next time you will know
to study a lot harder to get a better grade. In many sports, students
can benefit in the classroom by what they learn from their teams’
experiences. Students can have a positive experience in sports by
learning how to get a long with other people even if they are not
in agreement. This can be a life lesson, because throughout your
lifetime you will have some people you may not get along with
but have to work with. High school athletics can benefit students
in many ways. Student involved with sports are taught life
lessons, get exercise, and build friendships between teammates.
Athletics can have many good effects on students.
Positive effects include learning life lessons. Student athletes learn
lessons on the field or court that they can translate to the
classroom. The students have to work hard to earn a starting spot
on the team. They know that if they want good grades they will
have to work equally as hard in the classroom. Through sports
students can learn that everything in life isn’t as easy as a stroll
down the street. Athletes learn that to get anywhere in life, they
have to work. Sure some students may think just because they are
athletes they should have it made and not do any work. The ones
that truly care about an education know that this isn’t true and
they will have to work for everything they earn. Students also
learn the discipline that is taught to them by their coach. Students
learn how they are expected to behave as a young adult. If an
athlete gets a detention and is late for practice the coach is going
to notice. The student will be disciplined. This translates to the
classroom by the student athletes having better behavior.
Although student athletes are taught life lessons there are
still other reasons to show sports have a positive influence on
students. The exercise students get in the sports they participate in
is good for their body. It is proven that exercise contributes to
having more energy. If students have more energy, they will have
more of it to expend on schoolwork. There will always be game
nights when students get home late and may not get the best sleep.
Yes, they’re probably going to be a little sleepy the next day at
school, but to every day like this, there are several which will not
have the same effect. Students that are in sports keep fit. If they
are fit they are more likely to have a higher self esteem. Better
work will be produced by students that are motivated. Students
that feel good about themselves will be more motivated. On every
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team there is someone that is down in the dumps or not having a
good season. This student may not be as motivated to do work.
They can easily be cheered up by teammates or by a win for the
team. Also take into consideration that is only one out of several
students.
Students can benefit through sports by learning life lessons
and the exercise they get but also by the friendships they build
with teammates. If students are in sports they build relationships
with people that they might not associate with otherwise. When
they do this they will be able to work better together in school. In
group activities they will participate more because they know each
other better. If one is having problems on homework they may be
able to tutor the other one or help them with homework. Although
some students may make friendship some may become rival or
enemies.
This is only a few students usually though. Many students will
become friends instead of enemies.
Although there are minimal negative points in high school
athletics, overall they will have a positive influence on students.
In high school there are many opportunities to get caught up in
bad and unhealthy practices. Sports are not one of these bad
activities. Sports help keep students off the streets and prevent
them from making other trouble. Students in sports are taught
lessons about life, get plenty of exercise, and build friendships
with other people. Sports may seem to distract and hurt student’s
grades but they are really a positive experience for all participants
in one way or another.
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High School Persuasive Essay #115
High School Sports
“Mom, I don’t want to do volleyball this year, because I
want to work after school instead.” This was the conversation I
had with my mother the summer before I was to be a sophomore. I
had just got a job at the Community Hospital, and instead of only
working weekends, I wanted to work after school as well.
Volleyball practice would last until six in the evening, meaning I
would never get to work after school. High school sports have a
negative impact because they cut into school time, take away from
after school jobs, and interrupt getting prepared for college.
First off, I am against high school sports because they cut
into school time. When the games are far away, or even just out of
town a little ways, usually the teams will have to get out of class
early, meaning they miss out on what was taught in that time. The
students are then taught what they missed in a quick manner,
which results in them not really understanding what they missed.
Most sporting events have games or meets that are on
school days. It’s not junior high anymore when the teachers don’t
give homework on game days. The teachers will give homework
on any day no matter what. When the kids get home, they stay up
too late and try to get it done, or don’t do it at all; they are either
lose sleep, or don’t get their homework done. Neither of these
choices is good for a high school student.
Along with taking away from school time, high school
sports also take away from after school jobs. For that period of
time when kids are in sports, they are not earning much money, or
at least not as much as they would if they could work after school.
Yes, some jobs allow kids to work after six, but on the other hand,
some sports practices don’t start until five and end at eight.
Some places need kids to work after school. There are
businesses that might not even be running right now if it weren’t
for students working there to help run it. The adults need a break
too.
Kids are supposed to be preparing themselves to be
responsible with their money in high school. If they don’t have
time to work because of sporting events and practices, it’s not
really going to benefit them in the long run. When kids save their
money that they earn themselves, it will make them feel good
when they can buy something with their own money.
To tie my other reasons together, sports cut into getting
prepared for college. Many people say that they aren’t going to
play sports during college; they just play during high school for
the fun of it. If kids don’t plan to play sports during college, they
should focus on their classes before they focus on their sporting
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events. Classes are what you have to pass in college, so that’s
what should come before anything else.
Most kids also have to pay for a little of their way through
college, so they can use the money they earned in high school to
help them pay for their schooling. High school students also learn
more about what college will be like and the responsibility they
have to put in if they have an after school job rather than a sports
practice.
High school sports will not get students very far. With
cutting into school time, taking away from jobs, and taking away
preparation for college, sports are not the way to go. Putting
school and classes at the top of one’s list will get them much
further in their life.
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High School Persuasive Essay #116
High school sports

6-TRAIT Scores:
High school is a time to have fun and learn new things. It is
also a time to make important decisions like what classes you need
to take and what you are going to do after you graduate from high
school. You will have to decide on a college you want to go to and
playing sports may help with your decision. Playing sports will
keep you out of trouble, teach you how to work with others, and
make you do better in school.
First of all playing sports will help keep you out of trouble.
By keeping you busy it will keep you away from drugs and alcohol.
You will always have practice after school or you will have games
so you won’t have time to drink or do drugs during the week. But if
you get caught with illegal substances you will have to pay the
consequences and that will not be fun for you. The first time you
get caught you will lose eligibility for practice, participation and
competition for two calendar weeks. The second time you get
caught you will be immediately dismissed from the team,
organization, or activity for the remainder of the season. The third
time you get caught you will be dismissed from all team activities
for the remainder of the school year. That is just the punishment
from the school you will also have to make up for the time you
missed. Which usually results in a lot of running and if you started
before you will have to earn your way back to the top.
High school sports will also teach you how to work with
others. Every team needs a leader and someone is going to have to
step up and take the responsibility for their team, and everyone on
the team needs to learn good team work. Being a leader on your
team will also help you in the future you may not realize it at the
time but it will. Being the leader will help you find a job that you
want and you won’t be afraid to go for it and won’t worry about
failing. If the job you want requires leadership then being a leader
on your high school sports team will help you on that. Also
learning how to work with others will help you in the long run too.
When you get to college you are going to meet new people and find
new friends and you can’t be shy doing it. Learning to get along
with others will help you if you want to do something that requires
being around others and working with them. That’s where sports
come in place, playing against other kids will help you talk to
others without being shy.
Finally you will have to work harder in school. You will
need to keep your grades up so you can stay eligible. You can’t get
two F’s or else you will be ineligible, but before you become
ineligible you will have a probation week to get it back up. A
probation week is the week they give you to raise your grade from
an F to a D or else you will be ineligible. If you do become
ineligible you might have to do a lot of running to make up the time
you missed. So keeping your grades will allow you to play sports
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and it will look better for you when you are looking for a college to
go to.
In the end playing sports might not be a bad idea. Not only
will it keep you in good physical shape but you will benefit from it in
many ways. Playing sports will keep you out of trouble, teaches you
new things, and makes you do better in school. So sports will help in
many ways while you can have some fun at the same time.
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High School Persuasive Essay #117
High School Sports
6-TRAIT Scores:
In high school most kids go out for sports for fun and to
be with their friends. But there is a lot more to sports than just to
be with friends or for the fun. This is because they can get other
important qualities from sports that will help them to become
stronger as a person. There are a lot of reasons to go out for
sports in high school. Here are three reasons that sports can help
them. It can help them in school, gives them things they will
need in the future, and teaches them teamwork.
The first reason for having high school sports is that it
will help them in school. It will help make people work harder
on their homework. They will find out that the harder they work
the better the outcome is. This will help them in school because
they will figure out giving the best they have will in return get
the best. It also will help their grades because of this reason. It
will teach them that participating is a good thing not a bad thing.
This is because in sports they have to participate or they will get
no where. So in school they may figure out that participating
will also help them learn something new. Also by participating
in things more people will be willing to listen to them.
Another reason for having school sports is that it will
help prepare them for the real world. For instance it teaches
responsibility. It teaches this because in sports people have
certain things they are in charge of and have to do. In this way it
prepares them for when they get a job. They will have to do
what they are expected to do and not have someone do it for
them. It also teaches decision making. This is because like when
they are in basketball for instance when they have the ball they
have two choices, to pass the ball or shot. In this way it will help
them make better decisions on what they have to do.
Finally sports will teach athletes teamwork. Sports teach
them that working together is better than doing it by them selves.
Like in football if they don’t work together they won’t do as
good. When working together there are more people to help and
this makes things work better. It will also teach people that
letting others help them is good not bad. It teaches them this
because when letting others help them they will learn more and
do better. This reason will also teach them how to help others. It
will help them because they will learn from others what the best
way to help people is. This is because they learn that it is not bad
being helped. They will be more willing to help someone else.
In high school there are many different sports that people
can go out for. Some people will go out for all of them, and
some people won’t go out for any. The kids that are in high
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school or going to high should look at what it can teach them, or
help them in. The reasons I have come up with like helping in
school, teaching real world things, and in team work are three
reasons to go out for high school sports.
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High School Persuasive Essay #118
High School Sports!

6-TRAIT Scores:
Many people know the thrill and excitement there is when
there is ten seconds left in the basketball game and you are down by
two with the basketball on your side. Your hands are shaking, and
your palms are sweating, all you need is a three-pointer! Whether
you are in the audience or in the game, it is exhilarating. No one gets
to play high school sports forever. Some day we will have jobs, and
families, and won’t have time or the energy to play a sport. We won’t
get to feel that feeling of thrill, and adrenaline. We won’t have that
feeling of excitement when we make a last second shot, or a winning
touchdown. Those feelings stay with us forever. The high school
experience will always be in our hearts. Playing high school sports is
a great experience, it teaches us teamwork, we learn how to win and
lose with humility, and we learn how to work hard.
Being in a sport is a good way to learn teamwork. Teamwork
is a skill we will need and use in everyday life. Having teamwork
means we have to be a team player. In sports they teach us not to just
play for ourselves but for the team. It is the same way in life. We
don’t just do our job to help ourselves; we are helping the company,
our boss, or co-workers. Having teamwork also means learning to
play with different people we are not used to hanging out with. In life
we won’t always be stuck with our best friend, so we might as well
get used to it in school.
Winning and losing is a part of life. Whether we just lost our
job or got a big promotion, it will be there. Being in sports is a good
way to be a part of that. There will always be a team that wins and a
team that loses. We can’t always win. Playing sports in high school
teaches us that we won’t always be number one. We can’t always
win the trophy. Being in sports also teaches us to win and lose with
humility. Having a bad attitude or being a sore loser will never get us
anywhere in life.
Being in a sport is never easy. It takes time and sweat. There
is never really an easy way to win the game. In sports there is no
slacking off. We are working our butt off the whole time for the
team. Working hard in a sport is a good way to get ready for life,
because in life we have to work hard. Nothing ever comes easy.
Being in a sport isn’t all positive; it has its negatives also. It
is hard work, and takes up tons of time we could use for studying.
Many times with a sport we have to travel to different towns to play
a game. We could have a test the next morning also. That is where
we have to manage our time. Whether we like it or not, in life we
will have to manage our time. We will end up having many
commitments, and won’t know what to do. Being in a sport just helps
us get ready for that.
High school doesn’t last forever, so enjoy it while you can.
You won’t always get a chance to play in a game, or feel that
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excitement. For all you know it is helping you get ready for life. So
go out for a sport, and try something new. You might be surprised
about how much you learn!
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High School Persuasive Essay #119
Raising the Minimum Driving Age
Imagine yourself at age sixteen…being dropped off places
by your parents. The minimum driving age should not be raised
because it could create problems for teens, their families, and
others. The current minimum driving age is practical where it is
right now. I am against raising the minimum driving age for these
reasons. If the age was to be raised, people would drive more
irresponsibly at an older age, it could become a hassle for parents,
and there would be a greater lack of experience.
Beginning, the kids who have birthdays in the summer.
Pretend that the minimum driving age was raised to eighteen years
old. My birthday is in the summer and I would not enjoy starting
to drive alone until right before I left for college. If that was when
I started driving that means I would be driving farther distances
alone by myself. I would have less experience than I would if I
had started driving two years before that. This could increase
vehicle accidents among young adults because of the lack of
experience that they received between their birthday and when
they begin college.
Next, having a teen driver can be very convenient for
many families. A lot of teenagers have after school jobs or extra
curricular activities, but their parents also have jobs which makes
it nice that their teenagers can drive, so they don’t have to leave
work. It is also convenient to have their younger siblings that need
picked up from school or sports practices during the parent’s
workday. If parents had to run their teenagers here and there all
the time, it could become a hassle, not only to them but to the
whole family. It could interfere with work. I know my mom
wouldn’t be very happy if she had to leave her job everyday so
she could take me to mine. If parents didn’t trust their teens, they
wouldn’t let them drive. If teens are willing to pay for their own
things, such as gas, that should be a good sign of responsibility.
If you didn’t start driving until an older age, is it possible
that when you should have finally started to become a more
careful driver, that you wouldn’t? A lot of teenagers don’t buckle
their seat belts, drive over the speed limit, and pay little attention
to the road ahead of them, but over time these things can improve.
They are some of the habits of drivers who begin driving around
ages fifteen and sixteen. It isn’t the age that is the problem, it’s the
factor of being a beginning driver. So even if the minimum
driving age was raised, this could still be a problem. By the time a
teenager is eighteen, these habits will have started fading away or
disappear. I see some of my bad driving habits disappearing as
time passes by. But if the driver doesn’t actually get to start
driving until they are eighteen that’s when the careless driving
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Suggestions for Revision:
will start and probably won’t begin fading until their early
twenties. And that is the time when they should start growing up
mentally, not within their driving.
So go back to the image of being dropped off everywhere
by your parents, still not very pleasant, right? But that isn’t the big
reason why the minimum driving age should stay where it’s at.
Kids with summer birthdays need more than a few months of
driving experience before heading off to college. Teen drivers are
extremely convenient to many families. Everyone is going to have
bad habits behind the wheel, no matter what age they start driving.
And again, how much fun would it be to dropped off places by
your parents at age sixteen?
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High School Persuasive Essay #120
The Value of Taking Risks and Making Mistakes
“A life spent in making mistakes is not only more honorable
but more useful than a life spent in doing nothing,” wrote George
Bernard Shaw. This is true, one can not truly live life to the fullest
and experience all of the things that make life beautiful if they are
not willing to put themselves out there and risk being cut open.
Mistakes are simply learning tools, a means of giving us higher
aspirations. They are underappreciated and should be embraced
rather than shunned. Without mistakes, life would be boring, then
where would we be?
As small children we are naturally very accident prone
creatures. Everything is new and shiny and somehow we are
attracted to all of the things that are potentially harmful. Our minds
are designed to want what we shouldn’t and to not do as we are told.
From a psychological standpoint, the blisters that form on the burned
toddler’s hand are a negative reinforcement. Once the child has
experienced the pain firsthand, it will associate the heat of the
stovetop or the oven with pain. After the association has been made,
the child will not want to make that particular mistake again. That’s
all psychobabble though. With every scrape, burn, and scar, one’s
childhood becomes a long string of memories and stories that are
bound to be retold as a learning tool for the next generation or just to
look back on and be able laugh at the naivety that the most important
characteristic of the young and carefree.
In adolescence a person becomes not necessarily more
accident prone, but is thrown into what seems to be an entirely
different world. Between high school, parties, and finally being
allowed to listen with ears uncovered while dirty jokes are told,
things are definitely not the same. This is not a promotion for unsafe
decisions, but realistically teen years are when one is exposed to
different lifestyle choices and maybe choosing the wrong ones is the
way to go. If one doesn’t allow themselves to fall while the safety
net of a home they don’t have to pay for, and parents that genuinely
care are still around, they will not get this particular learning
opportunity and may end up making these kinds of mistakes later on
when negative lifestyle choices become much more critical.
Going joyriding in the middle of the night, “trespassing” on
top of a building to see the city from a new point of view, listening to
loud music, and maybe even smoking a little marijuana will make
one see life a little differently. With no real responsibility and people
to fall back on, adolescence is the ideal time to make mistakes and
create stories to tell later about how stupid they were, rather than sit
on the sidelines. As Chuck Palahniuk wrote, “the best way to waste
your life is by taking notes. The easiest way to avoid living is to just
watch. Look for the details. Report. Don't participate.” No matter
how dumb the decisions were, one will most always look back
fondly on memories of an easier time. When the most they really
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had to worry about was making it to class on time and meeting
deadlines for homework.
Adulthood is not a time for making mistakes of the same
variety. At that point, one does have to worry about maintaining
some kind of a job or means of supporting themselves and does have
responsibilities that should take precedence to some random
Saturday night party. The “mistakes” one can make in adulthood are
much grander and can either make or break a person, for a little
while anyway.
Adults should take the time to travel, see the world.
Absorbing and experiencing everything one can is an amazing thing.
People that take advantage of all that life has to offer are always the
ones that are the most joyous and accepting, because they can be
content with all that they have done when they die. The point trying
to be made is that one should seize every opportunity presented and
do the things that scare them the most; those are often the things that
are most worthwhile. Being afraid of making mistakes is like being
afraid of breathing; and having regrets is pointless because at some
point, it was what was wanted.
Remaining safe and completely self-absorbed in one’s own
little corner of the world is a good thing for some. Being sheltered
and not leaving anything to chance seems like an optimal way to live
life because it is all they know, and that is okay. Truly living,
however, is so much more fulfilling.
Making mistakes and taking risks are essential to the growth
process that is life. A life worth living is a series of stories one
should be eager to tell and pass on. Everyone knows that all good
stories start with some kind of conflict or mistake.
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4

3.5

3.5

4

3.75

ES

High School Persuasive Essay #120

4.5

4.5

4.5

5

5

5

4.67

EX

Performance Categories: AW = Academic Warning, AS = Approaches Standard, MS = Meets Standard, ES = Exceeds Standard, EX = Exemplary
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